Red Riding
Ruffles
Zip front child’s jacket, knit
sideways, with shaped
shoulders, patch
pockets and hood.
The body is knit
in one piece,
from centre
front, around
back to centre
front. Sleeves are knit
down and seamed on
the top along with
shoulder line. Neckline
is picked up and hood is
knit on, making the garment
almost seamless. Ruffle trims
the hemline and face of the
hood.

White
Diamonds
Girl’s loose fitting
cardi/wrap/shrug, knit with
garter carriage. Half length
sleeves, vee neckline with fold
back collar and front tie. The
fronts, back, collar and
bands are knit in one piece,
with sleeves and ties added
after. This lightweight
sweater pairs up nicely with
skirts or jeans and a
camisole.

KangaRag
Child’s raglan pullover in stockinette,
with hood, 1/4 zip neck and
kangaroo pocket, all
edged with easy rolled
hems.

Needful
Using the knit side as right
side, this tuck texture simulates
a seed stitch. High hip length,
v-neck cardigan with set-in
sleeve, all edged with plain
hems, simple enough for
the beginner knitter with
tips to advance your
skills.

Survival
Hoodie
Loose fitting pullover hoodie has
deep 3X3 rib bands at hem
and neck placket. The raglan
sleeve has long 3X3 rib
cuffs with thumb hole that
double as built-in wrist
warmers. Large inside
front pocket with 2
sections to hold a few
essentials - iPod,
lipsaver, energy bar, $,
whatever! The ‘S’ on
the hood is for SURVIVAL!!

Tomato Soup
Comfort food for your body oversized hoodie in stockinette,
mock set-in sleeve, one-piece
shaped hood. Inside patch
pockets with slanted edge,
seamed as you go! High
vee shaping at front
neckline allows for
overlapping of hood
in front. All edges
trimmed with an easy
machine-made
finish!.

Tooth Fairy Pillow
Pillow is knit in fairisle and features a tiny pocket to hold a lost tooth and the Tooth
Fairy’s reward. The front and back, knit in one piece, is embellished with colorful
floral accents in duplicate stitch. The small pocket is hand stitched on and simple
embroidery added, then the pillow is seamed, stuffed with an easy-to-sew mini
pillow form and finished with a pie crust trim - an enchanting little project to
make and give to any child!

Kindred
An analogous colour scheme for a
close fitting vee neck cardigan,
with long, set-in sleeves. Knit in
stockinette with a simple
intarsia block set into the
back, hand knit ribbed
bands.

Frill Ride
Round neck, button front
cardigan; varying length
shortrowed ruffles are added
in vertical lines either side of
front, handstitched in
place. Just below waist
length with 3/4 length set-in
sleeves; a chained edge on
the circular bands,
finishing all edges.

StandUp
High hip length, shaped cardigan; set-in
fitted sleeve; curved, crossover fronts
button at neck, finish with high,stand-up
collar. All edges finished with graded
tension stockinette bands.

Peachy Keen
Round neck cardigan, button
front with stockinette band; long
ruffle made with a double bed
technique, one piece for each
side, hand stitched
asymmetrically in place;
3/4 length set-in
sleeves and 1X1 rib
at waist and cuff.

Purple
Purls

Transfer lace with
lace carriage, hip
length shaped
cardigan with
long set-in
sleeves,
pointed
collar
framing a
vee neck.
Silver
and
Brother
lace
stitch
patterns
given.

Herringbone
Tweed
Vee neck jacket in a short
float fairisle stitch
pattern; long, fitted,
set-in sleeve. To add
optional vertical
darts to shape the
body – read
article on page
40 for the
method.

My LBD
Fitted, sleeveless, knee-length dress with a
deep, shortrowed flounce attached to
hemline. The hem edge of the flounce is
finished as it is knit. Body of dress is
shaped with vertical darts as well as
decreasing and increasing at side
seams to give a closer fit (see article
on page 40 for more). Squared
neckline and armholes are finished
with graded tension stockinette
bands.

